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IELTS writing-model essay 1
Happiness is considered very important in our life. Why it is difficult to define? What
factors are in achieving happiness?
It has been widely noted that happiness is very important to our life. However, what is
happiness? It seems difficult to define, for different people have different ideas. Some
people are brought up that most important thing in their life. They obtain happiness from
seeking fame and profit. Other people are in pursuit of mental edification. They serve
people heart and soul and find happiness from it.
In my view, according to philosophy, everything is in process of development including
happiness. We spare no effort to achieve our goal and obtain happiness from success.
However, after that we have another new aim to achieve. There is no limit to gaining
lasting happiness.
Then how to obtain happiness? I think true happiness can be got in the following ways:
In the first instance, true happiness comes from hard work. A student is very happy when
he has gotten high score in his examinations. His happiness is the result of his hard and
patient study. Thus, happiness abounds in hard work.
Secondly, happiness is rooted in optimistic attitude. In our daily life, we should face a lot
of problems, which may lead to setbacks. If these defeatist sentiments seize us, happiness
will be far away from us. The only way is right attitude and sparing no effort to overcome
it then you can find happiness.
Last but not least, happiness comes from frugality. Many example display people
spending money wastefully for satisfaction of their desires may suffer from poverty in the
long run. So living a simple and content life makes one happy and cheerful.
All in all, happiness is very important to our life. The good method to find happiness is
making our mentality and physicality both strong.

IELTS writing-model essay 2
Animals were friends or foes of humanity at different stages of the human history. In
modern times, experiments upon animals have been a breeding ground for spirited
debate. Some animal rights activists argue that we should ban animal experiments
altogether because subjecting animals to experimentation is unwarranted on moral
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grounds, whereas some other people contend that the advancement of science necessitates
animal testing. Personally, I am in favor of the latter view.
Granted, mounting empirical evidence suggests that many animal experiments are
performed callously without any heed to the discomfort or pain that laboratory mammals
endure. For one thing, improper confinement of test animals such as locking them up in
cramped cages is inhumane; and this, in turn, can severely disrupt natural biological
functions of the test animal. For another, the effects of vaccination or vivisection
conducted on live mammals can be chilling. In extreme cases, they constitute sheer
torture of animals.
Nevertheless, from a more pragmatic standpoint, evidence abounds that animal subjects
are still an indispensable part of scientific research at this phase of human development.
In the first place, drug experimentation on live mammals is, indisputably, far more
effectual than experimentation on bacteria or on other lower species in determining drug
safety. Medical history informs that drugs that can potentially exert grave side effects on
homo sapiens must be tested by pharmaceutical companies on live mammals first to
ascertain their toxicity. In the second place, in the realm of space research, live animals
are still practical alternatives on a flight not considered to be sufficiently safe for human
astronauts. And I would be hard-pressed to imagine the scenario that human lives should
be put at stake when the objective of a space mission is merely to identify living
creatures’ reaction to outer space experience. Lastly, lab research about the behavioral
tendencies of chimpanzees, gorillas or other members of the primate group is also a
worthy endeavor, in light of the fact that it generates outcomes consistently advancing
anthropological and genetic sciences.
To conclude, I concede that experiments upon animals may induce suffering to the test
animals. However, it is generally arguable that there are no practical alternatives to this
methodology at the current stage of scientific development. On balance , I am convinced
that what we should do is to allow animals testing to be continued but at the same time
use techniques such as analgesic, anesthetic and tranquilizing drugs to minimize the pain
of the test animal.

IELTS writing-model essay 3
People attend college or university for many different reasons. Why do you think people
attend college or university?
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People attend colleges or universities for a lot of different reasons. I believe that the three
most common reasons are to prepare for a career, to have new experiences, and to
increase their knowledge of themselves and the world around them.
Career preparation is becoming more and more important to young people. For many,
this is the primary reason to go to college. They know that the job market is competitive.
At college, they can learn new skill for careers with a lot of opportunities. This means
careers, such as information technology, are expected to need a large workforce in the
coming years.
Also, students go to colleges and universities to have new experiences. This often means
having the opportunity to meet people different from those in their hometowns. For most
students, going to college is the first time they have been away form home by themselves.
In addition, this is the first time they have had to make decisions on their own. Making
these decisions increases their knowledge of themselves.
Besides looking for self-knowledge, people also attend a university or college to expand
their knowledge in subjects they find interesting. For many, this will be their last chance
for a long time to learn about something that does not relate to their career.
I would recommend that people not be so focused on a career. Instead, they should go to
college to have new experiences and learn about themselves and the world they live in.
This may make them better prepared for their future.

IELTS writing-model essay 4
Some teachers say students should be organized into group study. Others argue that
students should be made to study alone. Discuss the benefits of both and state the more
effective method in your opinion.
The debate over whether studying in group is superior to studying alone has long been in
question and educational experts are deeply divided over this issue. From an objective
perspective, I’m strongly convinced that both methods have their own superiorities.
One of the major superiorities of group study is that it provides an environment in which
students can exchange ideas with each other. It is well known that knowledge knows no
bounds, so it is almost impossible for even an eminent professor at university to have a
good command of everything, let alone an ordinary student. In consequence, students
should be divided into different groups or classes so that they can communicate with,
learn from and help each other.
Another obvious advantage of studying in group is that students have the opportunity to
learn to socialize with others. Many sociologists point out that people in modern society
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are more isolated than those in ancient times mainly because they do not have enough
opportunities to get alone with others. Under such circumstances, it is unreasonable to
deprive the students of the chance to socialize by arranging them to study alone.
However, we should not overlook the fact that studying alone also has its unique merit---effectiveness. In a big class, top students might feel bored because the teacher does not
give them enough material to learn whereas poor students might feel just the opposite
because the teacher gives them too many materials to digest. In other words, the teacher
usually slows down the rate of progress or reduces the content of his lesson in the light of
students with lower ability.
Comparing the benefits of both sides, I deem group study more effective only if the class
or group is not too big.

IELTS writing-model essay 5
Many people believe that we have developed into a “throw-away society” which is filling
with plastic bags and rubbish. What do you think?
Wind blows up bags higher and higher in the sky. It is a scary thought that some day the
earth will turn into a huge garbage land. Wastes, if not treated properly, will make our
life a living nightmare.
The environmental issue is getting worse almost every day in cities with very large
population. As is often the case, city development outpaces environmental protection.
People consume great amount of natural resouces and produce wastes. To effectively
address such problems, cities need to spend big money. In addition, they need to call to
the attention of people to become more environmentally responsible.
Many people are becoming less responsible and easily influenced by bad behaviors.
“Why should I care while others don’t care?” Such idea makes some people only concern
with places where they live and work. Furthermore, people sometimes even purposely
litter for revenge to other people.
Although media promotes environmental awareness, good people are often snubbed as
posers who try to set up a superior image in real life. Consequently, they are intimated of
receiving negative comments for doing the right thing. Wrong as it is, such phenomenon
is widespread especially among youngsters and people with low income and little
education.
However, our society is waging a campaign against environmental pollution. People learn
the harms of undegradable lunch boxes and other polluting wastes. Laws in many
countries prohibit or limit excessive use of polluting bags. Companies are continuely
replacing the old materials with more environmental friendly and recyclable kinds.
Scientists have developed more effective technologies in waste treatment. As time goes
by, more and more people put high priority on the protection of environment for a
healthier life.
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To sum up, people produce huge amount of garbage and the environment is seriously
polluted because of lack of financial resources, sense of responsibility, or efforts. But the
world will not turn into a “ throw away” society if people put in sufficient efforts to
protect our environment.

IELTS writing-model essay 6
The first time when an astronaut arrived on the Moon, he said: "It is a big step for
mindkind." However, some people think it makes a minor impact on our lives. Do you
agree or disagree? (Use you own experience to explain)
Almost every day we see something in the papers about the latest exciting developments
in the space race. Photographs are regularly flashed to the earth from thousands and even
millions of miles away. They are printed in our newspapers and shown on our television
screens as a visible proof of the man'
s newest achievements. The photographs neatly sum
up the results of these massive efforts to '
conquer space'and at the same time they
exposed the absurdity of the undertaking. All we can see is an indistinguishable blob
which is supposed to represent a planet seen from several thousand miles away. we are
going to end up with a little moon-dust and a few stones which will be put behind glass in
some museum. This is hardly value for money when you think that our own earth ca
provide countless sights which are infinitely more exciting and spectacular.
The space race is not simply the objective search for knowledge it is often made out to
be. It is just an extension of the race for power on earth. Only the wealthiest nations can
compete and they do so in the name of pure scientific research. But in reality, all they are
interested in is power and prestige. They want to impress us, their spectators, with a
magnificent show of strength. Man has played the power game ever since the appeared
on earth. Now he is playing it as it has never been played before. The space race is just
another aspect of the age-old argument that '
might is right'
.
We are often told that technological know-how, acquired in attempting to get us into
orbit, will be utilized to make better on earth. but what has the space race done to relieve
the suffering of the earth'
s starving millions? In what way has it raised the standard of
living of any one of us? As far as the layman is concerned, the practical results of all this
expenditure of money and efforts are negligible. Thanks to space research, we can now
see television pictures transmitted live half-way across the globe and the housewife can
use non-stick frying-pans in the kitchen. The whole thing becomes utterly absurd when
you think that no matter what problems man overcomes, it is unlikely that he will ever be
able to travel even to the nearest star.
Poverty, hunger, disease and war are man'
s greatest enemies and the world would be an
infinitely better place if the powerful nations devoted half as much money and effort to
those problems as they do to the space race. For the first time in his history, man has the
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overwhelming resources to combat human suffering, yet he squanders them on
meaningless pursuits.
If a man deprived himself and his family of food in order to buy and run a car, we would
consider him mad. Individuals with limited budgets usually get their priorities right: they
provide themselves with necessities before trying to obtain luxuries. Why can'
s great
nations act in the same sensible way? Let us put our house in order first and let space
look after itself.

IELTS writing-model essay 7
What can education bring us? Is “ high mark” the real destiny of education? As
researchers and scholars are investigating this subject, the accurate definition of
education begins to have slight difference from what was in people’s mind before.
Education, the bridge between teachers and students, the mediator between individual
and society, means more than knowledge transmit, but being a wholly developed person
in the society.
First, education brings us basic knowledge and skill to survive. From primary school on,
students learn subjects like Maths, Physics, English, or in other words, academic subjects
to gain the initial knowledge of the nature and world, which are extremely useful for our
future career. Upon this, students also learn skills like sewing, cooking, and mending
bicycles, which help them a lot in their future family life. To this extend, education
provided us with fundamental concepts of living.
Second, education can cultivate our sentiment. Apart from academic subjects, art subjects
such as music and art seems more interesting toward students. From these subjects, one
can enjoy the pleasure of listening to music, try to guess a composer’s emotion when
writing a music chapter, or understand the meaning of a piece of drawing, from which
process they themselves are edified and alimilated, and finally have their own clear
opinion on what is beauty.
Third, education makes an individual adapted to the society. Being innocent and naive,
young people always find it hard to immerge into the complicated environment, and feel
frustrated. Through education like communication skills, students may know the essence
of getting on with other people. This kind of education influences our personality and
views everyone as a whole individual in the big family of society.
Above all, knowledge, emotion, and personality form the most important part of the
content of education. The aim of education is to teach a per son become a completely
developed individual.
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IELTS writing-model essay 8
Nowadays, international tourism is the biggest industry in the world. Unfortunately,
international tourism creates tension rather than understanding between people from
different cultures. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
International tourism is booming: millions of tourists go to other countries to explore the
outside world. Tourism enhances the mutual understanding between the local people and
tourists. Some people hold opposite opinions. They think that international tourism
causes tension rather than promoting understanding between people from different
cultures.
The people holding the latter view suppose that tourists are likely to offend the local
people because of the lack of knowledge of the local customs, which differ from their
own. Moreover, tourism inevitably harms the natural resources and the cultural legacy,
which may lead to the resentment of the local people.
However, I can hardly extent to this idea: the above mentioned rarely happens. In my
opinion, international tourism does encourage the understanding between people from
different countries. For one thing, without going to see for themselves, people may never
know what other countries are really like and thus can be misled by hearsay or films and
TV programs, which, more often than not, are one-sided. For instance, one of my
American friends told me that most Americans had a strange bias against the Russian
people until some young Americans traveled to Russia and saw with their own eyes that
the Russians are human beings just like them. Another example is that, with the
development of Chinese tourism, people outside China start to realize that Chinese men
no longer have long braids and Chinese women’ s feet are of normal size now. Secondly,
having seen the fine scenery or experienced the rich culture of other countries, tourists
will have the desire to develop a good relationship with the locals, which certainly
contributes to the understanding between them.
In conclusion, instead of causing tension, international tourism furthers the understanding
of people from different countries. (281 words)

IELTS writing-model essay 9
Companies should encourage old employees (55 years old) to retire, in order to give
opportunities to the new generation. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
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Nowadays, plenty of employees who are more than 55 years old must retire because of
company policy; therefore, many people think that the development of a company cannot
be separated from the number of young employees. The above point is certainly true; this
essay will outline three reasons.
The main reason is that plenty of young employees mean that the company is infused
with lots of young blood. With the development of technology, more and more new
technological products have been developed. The new generation masters advanced
technology and have the energy to exploit. They have learned lots of knowledge in the
university; therefore it is definitely useful for the development of companies.
Another reason is that old employees cannot adapt themselves to the rapid pace. Old
employees find it difficult to learn new things rapidly. With their limited physical
strength, they are not capable of heavy manual work. So old employees are not a patch on
young employees, it means not only intellect but also physical strength.
Last but not the least reason is that old employees have already worked for more than half
of their lifetime, so they should retire to enjoy life. The old employees have already paid
out too much in order to look after their families and careers. So they should pursue their
hobbies.
In conclusion, old employees shouldn’ t continue working for themselves. Moreover,
advancement of society needs a new generation.

IELTS writing-model essay 10
Should rich countries help poorer ones?
Today, the world is becoming more and more closely linked. Trade has increased and the
movement of people between countries is greater than ever before. However, billions of
people still live in poverty, and in many places, the gap between rich and poor is
widening. This essay will look at the arguments for and against helping poor countries.
There are many reasons for helping poor countries. First of all, there are humanitarian
reasons. Like individuals who give to charity, many countries feel it is their religious,
social, or moral duty to help people in other countries who are suffering from famine,
drought, war, or disease. However, many rich countries also donate money for political or
diplomatic reasons. They want to maintain a relationship of dependency with the
recipient, or simply to influence the government and direction of the country. A further
reason why many countries help poorer ones is for economic reasons. The donors may
want to control the supply of commodities such as oil, water, or wheat. Alternatively, the
richer country may want to ensure markets for their own products, whether these are
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planes, computers or shoes.
However, aid is not necessarily the best way to help a country. For one thing, billions of
dollars of aid often goes missing, into corrupt governments or inefficient administration.
A second point is that many foreign aid projects are unsuitable for the target country.
Many agencies build huge dams or industrial projects that fail after a few years or that do
not involve the local people. Furthermore, much aid returns to the donor. This can be in
the form of expensive specialized equipment and experts from the donor country.
There are many other ways we can help poor countries. Opening up trade barriers, so that
poor countries can sell their goods is one way. Another is to remove subsidies so that
imported goods from poorer countries can compete fairly. A third method is to forgive
debts. Many poor countries have huge interest repayments on old loans.
The needs of the poorer countries may seem obvious. However, although our humanity
makes us want to help eliminate poverty and suffering, we must examine the real needs
of poor countries and implement solutions that will benefit both them and us.

IELTS writing-model essay 11
Topic: Should government invest poor population or hi-tech research.
Thesis: Government should invest poor population rather than hi-tech research, for it
better fits long-term interest and realistic aims.
Today governments more and more intend to invest hi-tech research because it is
believed that better hi-tech development can push forward a nation’ s development and
improve its national strength. However, I don’ t think the poor population of a nation
should be neglected in this way; instead, I think government should invest the money on
improving its people’ s living standard.
First, speaking of realistic aims, it is more sensible and practical to invest on nation’ s
poor population rather than on hi-tech research. As is known to all, nowadays hi-tech
researches have reached a certain height and it is not so easy to achieve a breakthrough in
a short period of time. Hi-tech researches are both time-consuming and expensive;
especially it is a heavy burden for developing countries to spend so much money on
them. No matter how advanced and developed in hi-tech research it is for a country, if its
people are living in poverty and suffering from hunger ever day, I don’ t think it worth all
the money and efforts in doing so and it won’ t be understood and appreciated by the
people.
Second, when we consider long-term interests, I think makes more sense to invest poor
population. A country is governed by its people and it needs their contributions; if we are
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able to spend the money on ensuring poor people’ s education and improving their living
standards, the reward a country is likely to get is priceless. When children in poor areas
get opportunities to be educated, more talents are likely to be discovered and used, and
also when poor people get enough money to sustain their lives, the whole nation can
develop and move forward in a safer and much more harmonious environment; both can
bring the nation immeasurable benefits.
In summary, I think if a government is to make wise investment and create harmonious
environment, it should invest poor population instead of hi-tech research.

IELTS writing-model essay 12
Air travel, once a privilege of the wealthy, has been gaining popularity worldwide over
the last few decades. The number of people traveling by air has been growing by leaps
and bounds. Some environmentalists, however, propose that air travel be limited, on the
ground that it may give rise to a series of problems, including pollution and exhaustion of
the world’ s valuable energy resources. To my mind, it does not make much sense to
restrict air travel.
The most important and obvious reason is that no other vehicle can travel as fast as an
airplane. In other words, air travel may be the only and easiest option when it comes to
long-distance trips. For example, if a student from China wishes to go to the United
States for further studies, the only means of transportation that could send him to the
destination is undoubtedly the plane. Also, for people traveling on a regular basis, such as
those engaged in transnational business, air travel would mean less time on the road. This
will certainly enable them to better prepare for their future tasks, such as business
negotiations, both mentally and physically.
In addition, air travel offers the comfort that cannot be found elsewhere. Most people,
who have the experience of traveling by air, are bound to miss the snacks and drinks
served on board, as well as the smiles on the faces of flight attendants. In some cases, you
could even enjoy a favorite movie while on a plane, completely unaware that you are
hundreds of thousands of feet above ground.
Last but not least, it is important to bear in mind that air travel is simply a personal choice
and should be respected. This clearly means that any attempt to restrict air travel would
be seen as a violation of human rights and is both groundless and unjustified.
In summary, despite the various problems arising from air travel, it should not be limited
or eliminated. What we should do is to give full play to the function of air travel, by
maximizing its benefits while trying to come up with practical solutions to the existing
problems, such as developing fuel-efficient airplanes and alternative energy resources
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IELTS writing-model essay 13
In some countries ,schools aim to provide a general education across a range of subjects
,in others ,children focus on a narrow range of subjects related to a particular career. For
today'
s world, which system is appropriate?
Historically speaking, schools arose from the “ academia” of Plato ,who primarily
instituted this society as a place for both reflection and meditation for the true meaning of
life ,universe and our final aim as human beings. But this trend has incurred some tough
tests recently for a totally different reason that Plato could not even dream of. As my
own evaluation, the range of education cannot be just narrowed within those related to
their future careers.
What comes into my mind is that these children are not born for a sole purpose of being a
worker or something. Predetermining their future career is just as a moon in the water and
will also subject to great varieties of unknown possibilities coming directly in their
future life. They are ,however, and firstly , a son or daughter and then a citizen ,then a
holder to certain careers. Therefore ,we can figure out a truth that cannot be truer: those
intellectual equipments that can better them as a good child and citizen alike should also
be included in their both primary ,secondary and even tertiary education.
Closely next to my previous thought was that a solely-career-related education may
mislead their own purpose of life. Surely a decent income is of great significance ,but it is
far from the sole importance of life. If those youngsters are educated entirely for earning
and enjoying their material life ,our society may gradually turn to one that overwhelmed
with nothing but the torrent of materialism and thus a world with nothing but just
trading of Mammon and his wealth. This impact is even worse than just narrowing one’ s
education scope.
Therefore ,I hereby object to limiting the sphere of education only to the children’ s future
careers but they should first of all become a complete human before making a prospective
wealth with full range of knowledge.

IELTS writing-model essay 14
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Children who grow up in families which are short of money are better prepared to deal
with the problems of adult life than children who are brought up by wealthy parents. To
what extent do you agree or disagree?
Some feel that the children of low income families are better equipped to deal with
difficulties posed by the ‘real world’ when they grow up and they also believe the
privileged children of wealthy families are less fit to deal with these difficulties . The
implications and veracity of this argument seem self-evident, but in fact require closer
examination.
The popular wisdom is that children of poorer families learn early on the value of a buck,
and are thus naturally better suited to stretching money when times get tough in
adulthood. Inversely, the children of wealthy families, those born with a silver spoon in
their mouths, are believed to be completely ignorant of the value of money, having had
everything provided for them in their youth and oftentimes erroneously expecting the
same situation in adulthood. They are believed to be prone to overspending and financial
irresponsibility. This belief, though logical, overlooks one key point which is , of course,
education.
The basis of this argument is , of course, knowing the value of money, and the idea that
children of the poor know this, and those of the wealthy do not . Who though, is in a
better position to teach their children the value of money; someone skilled in earning and
keeping it, the wealthy parent, or someone who can not seem to acquire it, the poor
parent? Both wealthy and poor children are equally likely to acquire an education in
money, whether it is formal, or in the school of hard knocks. Conversely, both children
are as likely to ignore this education.
A poor child may believe that one can get along, if not as easily, without wealth. A
wealthy child may be well trained by a parent steeped in the knowledge of money
management; the key to developing this skill is education.

IELTS writing-model essay 15
Unlike most countries, the police in the United Kingdom do not normally carry guns.
Some people think it leaves the citizens unprotected, while others believe that this
practice reduces the overall violence in society. Discuss both views and use your own
experience and evidence.
Unlike most countries, the police in the United Kingdom do not normally carry
guns. Some people think it leaves citizens unprotected, while others believe that this
practice reduces the overall violence in society. Police having guns however is an issue
secondary to criminals having guns.
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Because criminals usually have access to guns, police officers need them in order to
control crime. If police in the U.K. are able to go without guns and not have crime
getting completely out of control then they have already set a fine example that other
countries should follow. The fact that they are able to do this is an indication of their
ability to control the flow of guns to the general populace and this makes citizens safer
than anything else. To a civilian, taking guns away from criminals is more important
than giving them to police.
For places that are not able to, or are unwilling to control this availability of guns to
criminals, police have no choice. Countries with weak or ineffective gun laws, or
countries bordering such countries, like Mexico which has strong gun laws, but virtually
no way to prevent them from being smuggled over the border from the U.S., need a
police force that is not only armed, but is armed better than the criminals. This ‘domestic
arms race’ is the fate of any country that does not realize that civilians have no need of
being armed and should have no access to weapons whatsoever.
The root of the problem is embarrassingly corrupt governments and ineffective halfmeasures taken to control the circulation of guns, which allows criminals to easily come
into possession of guns. Nations around the world should hope to someday reach the
point where their police force can afford not to carry guns and still be effective.

IELTS writing-model essay 16
There is nothing unusual about energy like coals and oils being consumed, principally
because economic development depends on natural resources all the time. But what is
happening today is extraordinary judged by the standards of the past. It is energy
depletion on a massive scale and this problem is so knotty that should deserve our closer
heed.
Amongst the diverse factors contributing to the energy crises around the world,
government’ s short-sighted policies and citizens’ extravagant use of automobiles are
probably the two most significant ones. By presuming on their natural resources, quite a
few countries, especially developing ones, are eager to develop their economy in order to
gain an edge over their rivals. Admittedly, their intensive use of the energy facilitates, to
some extent, the developments of other industries in short term. Additionally, the amount
of private cars increases at such a breakneck speed that the petroleum used amounts to an
intimidating proportion of the natural resources.
The consequences are undoubtedly disastrous for human beings. Although countries can
boast their growth of GDP, their citizens have to endure the ever deteriorated
environment with stinking gas belching from factories and vehicles, polluted water due to
fuels infiltrating underground, even ultraviolet radiation in the absence of ozone layer
and, therefore, their quality of life is by no means improved. Also, sustainable
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development can never come into true in this situation, meaning that our descendants can
benefit nothing except sterile land and polluted air and water from their ancestors.
Therefore, our government must take serious steps to attack those problems. The first and
foremost is that governments have to reverse their mindset and no longer deem the
growth of GDP their first goal. Rather, the betterment of citizens’ quality of life should
deserve more attention than the economic growth. Furthermore, the use of private cars
should be discouraged by authorities, who must shoulder the responsibility of improving
public transportation in order to facilitate people as well as release the burden of energy
consumption.
In conclusion, to avoid the phrase “ filthy rich” added to themselves, countries must pay
more heed to the efficient use of their energy and the issue of environmental protection,
while they develop their economy; otherwise, environmental apocalypse and energy
crisis are feared to happen in the horizon.

IELTS writing-model essay 17
Some people think that the government should provide assistance to all kinds of artists
includes painters, musicians, poets, however, other people think that is a waste of money
for providing this assistance. State your opinion.
To be of assistance or not, it indeed is debatable if artists deserve and require funding by
the government. Firstly, I acknowledge that the benefits from artists and poets can enrich
our everyday lives in so many different ways; otherwise our life would have been a lot
drabber without them.
Any genuine artist most certainly deserves some form of aid and there can not be any
doubt about that, however, whether they require government assistance is another issue
altogether. Contrary to popular belief it seems to be that not all artists and literary
personalities are wealthy, and most renowned personalities are deservedly rich and
famous.
While the other large group of artists is neither rich nor famous, they do continue to
produce the art works as for the passion and often the passion is what drives them. It
would be ridiculous to think that any kind of financial incentives could power their
creativity. However, not many of them are able to take up their passion on a full time
basis because they cannot afford to. It is import to note that most creative artists are
made, and were not born so. It is the vagaries of life & struggles that they have to face
which fuels their creativity, in the process they need to mature into renowned to be an
artist or a writer. When they do and when their work is recognized, there will not be any
dearth of money or fame.
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In my opinion, it would be criminal to take away this very drive and shun their
creativity. Having said that, I do believe that they need to have some kind of incentives,
it can be in the way of appreciation and opportunity to present their talent to the rest of
the world. This could be done in various ways, for instance, giving tax incentives to
amateur artists and writers or financial rebates in government owned auditoriums to stage
their presentations.
In talking about artists in Australia, which has a concrete social security system in place
to take care of all kinds of basic needs, any kind of added financial incentives are not
only an added burden on the taxpayer. It would be an issue to find out worthy
beneficiaries and there will be enough crooks who will misuse any well intended
government assistance schemes. Every human being craves for recognition and money
happens to be one of the means towards this end, however, as I mentioned in the
beginning it is more important to acknowledge their work than provide financial
assistance.
On the other hand, as a Chinese, my perception of the government’ s assistance is more
questionable. Firstly, we need to give artists a definition and how do you classify a
person who is an artist. In essence, calligraphy, poetry, music and art they all can be
extended to a person who writes well, paints well in his/her Blog. To extend this artist
sense further, can we say a singer is an artist? Well, there are many pop song and folk
music singers in China. In the same way, a dancer, a talk show’ s talent, a movie star, the
director, the photographer they can all be artists. And this number of artists would add up
to whole population of Australia. How could the Chinese government provide any
assistance without any discrimination to those artists in every classification? I personally
do not believe our government has enough financial ability to accommodate this wide
ganging number of artists.
As a Chinese I can see that in my country, there is still a big gap between the poor and
the rich, I would rather government’ s financial assistance be directed toward the poor,
this does not mean that I would think to provide assistance to artists is a waste of
money. My point is that while we can give a true definition of artists, government should
use our taxes in a way to be more accountable for.
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To construct and maintain roads is a public service administered by the government.
However, where does the money come from? Somebody believe that the government
should allocate money from national finance on the road construction; but others think
that the roads are constructed for people, so every tax-payer has the responsibility for
constructing and maintaining the roads. It is so called "What is taken from the people is
used in the interests of the people."
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To the first opinion, since government is the administrative organ, it has
responsibility to do overall plan on those public services of city construction, including
constructing the road. They think that the government should do plan and allocate every
penny on all things concerning people'
s life.
However in reality, the government cannot do all specific plans and money
allocations on every detail concerning the society running. It only has the right of macroadjustment and control. To be specific on the road construction, many people believe that
based on the principle above, since the road is constructed for the convenience of people
themselves, every tax-payer has duty to devote a little on the road construction, which is
not only for the city overall plan, but also for their own use fundamentally. Once the
constructions finish, the roads will be wider and longer, the facilities along the roads will
be better in use, by then people could further improve their working efficiency, etc..
As I know, the second opinion is more reasonable and feasible, because it has two
advantages: 1. The government could reduce heavy burdens, simplify and make clear the
usage of money; 2. Tax-payers are clear about the usage of money they turn over, thus
improve the transparency. Therefore, it is a good measure for both sides to allocate
money from the tax paid by people on the road construction.
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Air travel, once a privilege of the wealthy, has been gaining popularity worldwide over
the last few decades. The number of people traveling by air has been growing by leaps
and bounds. Some environmentalists, however, propose that air travel be limited, on the
ground that it may give rise to a series of problems, including pollution and exhaustion of
the world’ s valuable energy resources. To my mind, it does not make much sense to
restrict air travel.
The most important and obvious reason is that no other vehicle can travel as fast as an
airplane. In other words, air travel may be the only and easiest option when it comes to
long-distance trips. For example, if a student from China wishes to go to the United
States for further studies, the only means of transportation that could send him to the
destination is undoubtedly the plane. Also, for people traveling on a regular basis, such as
those engaged in transnational business, air travel would mean less time on the road. This
will certainly enable them to better prepare for their future tasks, such as business
negotiations, both mentally and physically.
In addition, air travel offers the comfort that cannot be found elsewhere. Most people,
who have the experience of traveling by air, are bound to miss the snacks and drinks
served on board, as well as the smiles on the faces of flight attendants. In some cases, you
could even enjoy a favorite movie while on a plane, completely unaware that you are
hundreds of thousands of feet above ground.
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Last but not least, it is important to bear in mind that air travel is simply a personal choice
and should be respected. This clearly means that any attempt to restrict air travel would
be seen as a violation of human rights and is both groundless and unjustified.
In summary, despite the various problems arising from air travel, it should not be limited
or eliminated. What we should do is to give full play to the function of air travel, by
maximizing its benefits while trying to come up with practical solutions to the existing
problems, such as developing fuel-efficient airplanes and alternative energy resources.
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Since cities have changed a lot, the size of the cities has grown enormously. Discuss the
causes and consequence of the enormous size of cities.
Nowadays, the maps of cities are updated frequently. With the development of city, more
and more suburbs become parts of the city. When the cities in the world are amplifying
constantly, people discuss the topic hotly, the causes and consequence of the enormous
cities. Different people have different answers by their respective views.
In my opinion, the evolution of society and the development of economy result in the
growth of the vast size of cities. Since the number of population in every city is
increasing continually, people need a large amount of space to live in. With the progress
of the technology, the output of crops rises sharply. Fewer and fewer farmers are
required, as a result, more and more villages urbanize. The growth of the cities brings us
many huge changes.
There are more job opportunities in the cities. For instance, China will hold the Olympic
Games in Beijing in 2008. The government is amplifying the size of Beijing to build new
gyms in order to hold it excellently. Obviously, people in the cities could gain a lot of
new jobs.
Of course, the enormous size of cities also has bad effects. Pollution is becoming more
and more serious all over the world with the amplification of the cities. For example, the
poisonous gas sent off by factories and automobiles has made the air unhealthy for people
to breathe. Water waste keeps pouring into rivers and lakes; as a result, many water
species are dying out. Furthermore, more people the city have, more rubbish we can find.
In a word, since each coin has two sides, we should be acquainted clearly with the
reasons why the size of the cities has grown enormously and what it will bring us. Thus,
we could make full use of the positive effects and overcome the negative effects.
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Many people believe that human activity is causing the earth’ s temperature to rise. They
say that this global warming will have dreadful consequences for our environment, such
as drought and flooding.
What should governments do to help prevent global warming? Give reasons for your
suggestions.
The earth’ s temperature is rapidly changing. As a result there has been a lot of climate
change such as heat waves, droughts and floods. Scientists believe that this is the result of
human activity, which is polluting the Earth’ s atmosphere. This could become a disaster
if governments do not act to help prevent global warming. They can act in three ways; by
supporting research, by making laws and by keeping the general public informed.
Firstly, governments can support research. For example, they should encourage
companies to develop vehicles that cause less pollution. They should also support
alternative sources of electricity from wind and water rather than from oil and coal. As
well, they should sponsor conferences to discuss the effects of greenhouse gas emissions
and possible solutions to the problem.
Secondly, they should make laws that limit the amount of greenhouse gases that
companies can emit. Private companies should be rewarded for following these
laws. They should also be punished for creating pollution.
Finally, everybody is affected by global warming. Therefore, it is important that
governments involve individuals in the problem solving process. For example they
should encourage households to save as much energy as possible by using more efficient
light bulbs or less hot water. They should also encourage the public to recycle, and this
should be compulsory for everyone. Another way of saving energy is by public transport
systems. Governments should spend money on public transport to make it as easy as
possible for the public to save energy.
In summary, it is clear that there are a lot of things that governments can do to prevent
global warming. They should involve companies, support scientists and encourage
individuals to protect the planet.
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In recent years, more and more advertisements have been flooding into our lives. Some
advertisements exert negative effects on the youth. Therefore some people suggest that
advertisements be banned. Do you agree or disagree with this? Give your reasons.
Along with the rapid progress of society, the advertising industry has undergone
remarkable development. Every day we are surrounded by all kinds of ads and
commercials, which have a profound influence on our daily lives. As a result, there arises
a fierce debate concerning the proposal that we should ban all kinds of advertisements.
On one hand, some people are in favor of the idea that advertisement should not be
banned; instead it should be further developed. They are of the opinion that advertisement
is a good channel which helps promote the exchanges of information. In an era of
information, everyone can benefit a lot from the advertisements, not only the
manufacturers but the customers. Moreover, the advertisement enables people to catch up
with the amazing advance in all fields. From the mushrooming advertisements, people get
to know some newest products and the trend of consumption. Thirdly, advertising, to
some extent, is not only an industry but an art. Many advertisements are elaborate works
of art full of ingenuity and originality, which render great spiritual pleasure to the viewers
and add to the picturesque cityscape. In a word, the advertisement is a blessing for
modern people.
Despite the benefits advertisement has brought us, many people strongly condemn it,
saying that they have been fed up with all kinds of rubbish ads. They call for a
comprehensive ban on the advertisement based on the following reasons. First of all, a
majority of advertisements are fictitious and misleading, causing confusion in people’ s
daily life and even leading to the injury and death of some customers. Secondly, they
bring many inconveniences and troubles to us. For example, are you pleased with a
mailbox stuffed with unwanted ads or a wonderful film on TV being interrupted
frequently? Furthermore, the non-standard use of language in advertisement brings about
irreparable damage to the integrity and purity of our language. Consequently, it will exert
a disastrous impact on the literacy of our younger generations. In some people’ s eyes, the
advertisement is just a Genie out of the bottle.
To be frank, it is quite impossible for people to reach an absolute consensus on most
controversial issues. To my mind, a total ban on advertisement is not an ideal and
practical choice. How can we imagine all advertisements vanishing overnight? The
demerits should by no means make us lose sight of the benefits advertisements have
brought to us. A more workable and rational attitude should be adopted; that is, to
eliminate the false and retain the true. Always bear in mind the old saying: “ never throw
away the baby with bath water.”
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As computers are being used more and more in education, there will be soon no role
for teachers in the classroom.
There have been immense advances in technology in most aspects of people’ s lives,
especially in the field of education. Nowadays, an increasing number of students rely on
computers for research and to produce a perfect paper for school purposes. Others have
decided to leave the original way of learning and to get knowledge through online
schools. These changes in the learning process have brought a special concern regarding
the possible decrease of importance of teachers in the classroom.
Some people believe the role of teachers started to fade because computers have been
helping some students to progress in their studies quicker than when compared with an
original classroom. For example, in the same classroom, students have different
intellectual capacities, thus some would be tied to a slow advance in their studies because
of others? incapacity of understanding. In this way, pupils could progress in their
acquisition of knowledge at their own pace using computers instead of learning from
teachers.
However, the presence of a teacher is essential for students because the human contact
influences them in positive ways. Firstly, students realize that they are not dealing with a
machine but with a human being who deserves attention and respect. They also learn the
importance of studying in group and respect other students, which helps them to improve
their social skills.
Moreover, teachers are required in the learning process because they acknowledge some
student’ s deficiencies and help them to solve their problems by repeating the same
explanation, giving extra exercises or even suggesting a private tutor. Hence, students can
have a bigger chance not to fail in a subject.
In conclusion, the role for teachers in the learning process is still very important and it
will continue to be in the future because no machine can replace the human interaction
and its consequences.
Another example
There is no doubt that education and the learning process has changed since the
introduction of computers: The search for information has become easier and amusing,
and connectivity has expedited the data availability. Though experts systems have made
computers more intelligent, they have not yet become a substitute of the human
interaction in the learning process. In my opinion; what can be expected, is a change of
the teachers’ role but not their disappearance from the classroom.
Nobody can argue that the acquisition of knowledge is more fun and easier with
computers. The mere activity of touching and exploring this device constitutes an
enjoyable task for a kid. This, accompanied with the relaxing attitude and software
interactivity, usually conduce to a better grasping of new knowledge. At a higher
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educational level; the availability of digital books, simulator and other academic
materials, provide the student with an ever accessible source of information, that
otherwise would not be at hand.
But, besides the increasing complexity and behavior of intelligent software, which is
usually embedded in the academic digital material, the need of human interaction in the
learning process will always be present, at least in the foreseeable future. There is the
necessity for a human being to be able to determine what the specifics needs of each
individual are. The expertise of a teacher in how to explain and adapt complex concepts
to different individuals can hardly be mimicked by a computer, no matter how
sophisticated its software is.
As computers are becoming a common tool for teaching, teachers should be more aware
of their role as guides in the acquisition of knowledge rather than transmitters of facts.
They have to be open minded to the changes that are taking places, keep updated and
serve as a problem solvers in the learning process, thus allowing students to discover the
fact for themselves.
To summarize, in my personal view, teachers play and will play an important role in the
classroom, especially at the primary level. No matter how complex computers become,
there will be no replacement for the human interaction, but in the way haw this
interaction takes place.
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Companies should encourage old employees (55 years old) to retire, in order to give
opportunities to the new generation. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Nowadays, plenty of employees who are more than 55 years old must retire because of
company policy; therefore, many people think that the development of a company cannot
be separated from the number of young employees. The above point is certainly true; this
essay will outline three reasons.
The main reason is that plenty of young employees mean that the company is infused
with lots of young blood. With the development of technology, more and more new
technological products have been developed. The new generation masters advanced
technology and have the energy to exploit. They have learned lots of knowledge in the
university; therefore it is definitely useful for the development of companies.
Another reason is that old employees cannot adapt themselves to the rapid pace. Old
employees find it difficult to learn new things rapidly. With their limited physical
strength, they are not capable of heavy manual work. So old employees are not a patch on
young employees, it means not only intellect but also physical strength.
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Last but not the least reason is that old employees have already worked for more than half
of their lifetime, so they should retire to enjoy life. The old employees have already paid
out too much in order to look after their families and careers. So they should pursue their
hobbies.
In conclusion, old employees shouldn’ t continue working for themselves. Moreover,
advancement of society needs a new generation.
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Today the way we consider human psychology and mental development is heavily
influenced by the genetic sciences. We now understand the importance of inherited
characteristics more than ever before. Yet we are still unable to decide whether an
individual’ s personality and development are more influenced by genetics factors (nature)
or by the environment (nurture).
Research, relating to identical twins, has highlighted how significant inherited
characteristics can be for an individual’ s life. But whether these characteristics are able to
develop within the personality of an individual surely depends on whether the
circumstances allow such a development. It seems that the experiences we have in life are
so unpredictable and so powerful, that they can boost or over-ride other influences, and
there seems to be plenty of research findings to confirm this.
My own view is that there is no one major influence in a person’ s life. Instead, the traits
we inherit from our parents and the situations and experiences that we encounter in life
are constantly interacting. It is the interaction of the two that shapes a person’ s
personality and dictates how that personality develops. If this were not true, then we
would be able to predict the behavior and character of a person from the moment they
were born.
In conclusion, I do not think that either nature or nurture is the major influence on a
person, but that both have powerful effects. How these factors interact is still unknown
today and they remain largely unpredictable in a person’ s life.
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Some people think that machine translation is highly developed in today’ s society.
Therefore it is not necessary for children to learn a foreign language. What’ s your
opinion?
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(Sample 1)
With the rapid development of modern science, computers have been playing a more
important role in our daily lives. It is such a worldwide trend that there is no exception
for Chinese.
Many people regard the computer as the magic machine. It can solve many problems
quickly and efficiently, and best of all, it can translate all kinds of languages. By using
the computer you can just put ail the original versions into it and then you will get the fast
translation. So some parents raise doubts about the necessity for their children to learn
foreign languages so hard any more.
At first thought, it seems that the computers can really help us to do so. But if you look
in- sue the matter deeply, you may find a different answer. First of all, machines can
never replace mankind. Computers are created by man and are controlled by human
brains. We can never rely too much on machines; otherwise we will become the slave of
them one day. On the contrary, we need to enrich our knowledge as much as possible so
that we can catch up with the fast pace of the world. It is very necessary to learn more
languages so as to upgrade our abilities to follow the progress of the world.
And furthermore, it will do good to children if they learn more languages. Both their
brain and their thinking modules can benefit from it. When they grow up, they can easily
accept various kinds of cultures and communicate with foreigners, which can favorably
enhance the mutual understanding and develop international brotherhood.
So, we can clearly see that, though computers can be good translators, people still need to
learn more languages with a view to improving their abilities and facilitating their future
communication with people from other cultures.

(Sample 2)
An argument occasionally these days is that some people often think machine translation
can take place of the children'
s study of a foreign language. As far as I am concerned, I
can'
t totally agree with this opinion.
It first comes to the point that machine translation is not high efficiency. The human
language is so complex that nowadays no such machine can translate one language to
another sufficiently and totally. The machine can only provide some words or pieces of
half-baked sentences. So we human beings, especially children, may not rely on this kind
of machine, at least recently.
On the other hand, if the real machine that the whole sentence can be translated
completely turn to reality, children should not be taught not study a foreign
language. The reason is the language (especially speaking) is made up of not only the
grammar and words but also tones and mood. And when children are studying a
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language, he is not discovering an unknown area, but wild his logic and ideation.
Additionally, even if the machine will be out of work one day occasionally in future, he
can talk with other foreigners freely.
Frankly, the loss of language sensitivity is much popular these days. Many people'
s
speaking and grammar is terrible. Children often study wrong speaking from annoying
TV programs and untrained broadcasters. The invention of translation machine will make
it worse. The problem whether to teach the boys and girls foreign languages or not needs
to be treated seriously.
In a word, in modern society the translation machine is stealing our sensitivity of the
language. People should do something to prevent the loss of language ability, especially
in the childhood.
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Individual greed and selfishness has been the basis of the modern society. Someone think
that we must return to the olds, more traditional values of respect for the family and the
local community in order to create a better world to live in. To what extent do you agree
or disagree?
We are in a selfish world today. We are so busy looking out for number one, so saturated
by our own problems, our own issues and our own little and often petty concerns that we
failed to see how all could grow and being benefited by working together as a team. As
far as I am concerned, the reason of the individual greed and selfishness were actually
caused by the faster and faster development and more and more competition of the
society.
Some people yearn to return to the old and traditional values of respect for the family and
the local community in order to create a better world to live in. According to them ,
people were more honest and warm-hearted and the manner of traditional treating each
other was simple and selfless in the past.
Personally, I do not support this view . Even in the past, greed and selfishness existed in
our society. These two factors never disappeared since human have instinctive material
needs, individual wants and desires would swell surely with the advances of life and
society. Moreover, old tradition has its own limit and could only adapt for a certain
period. I believe that the key point here is to create a better world is the way of
formulating moral criteria and improving the spiritual education. For example, religions
play a significant role in respect for the family and the community.
To sum up, selfishness and greed cannot be avoided and eliminated, because they exist,
more or less, in everyone’ s heart, even sometimes they contribute to the prosperity. To
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control them depends on the well basic education from every part of our society, such as
family, communities, academic institutions, etc.
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There is nothing unusual about energy like coals and oils being consumed, principally
because economic development depends on natural resources all the time. But what is
happening today is extraordinary judged by the standards of the past. It is energy
depletion on a massive scale and this problem is so knotty that should deserve our closer
heed.
Amongst the diverse factors contributing to the energy crises around the world,
government’ s short-sighted policies and citizens’ extravagant use of automobiles are
probably the two most significant ones. By presuming on their natural resources, quite a
few countries, especially developing ones, are eager to develop their economy in order to
gain an edge over their rivals. Admittedly, their intensive use of the energy facilitates, to
some extent, the developments of other industries in short term. Additionally, the amount
of private cars increases at such a breakneck speed that the petroleum used amounts to an
intimidating proportion of the natural resources.
The consequences are undoubtedly disastrous for human beings. Although countries
can boast their growth of GDP, their citizens have to endure the ever deteriorated
environment with stinking gas belching from factories and vehicles, polluted water due to
fuels infiltrating underground, even ultraviolet radiation in the absence of ozone layer
and, therefore, their quality of life is by no means improved. Also, sustainable
development can never come into true in this situation, meaning that our descendants can
benefit nothing except sterile land and polluted air and water from their ancestors.
Therefore, our government must take serious steps to attack those problems. The first
and foremost is that governments have to reverse their mindset and no longer deem the
growth of GDP their first goal. Rather, the betterment of citizens’ quality of life should
deserve more attention than the economic growth. Furthermore, the use of private cars
should be discouraged by authorities, who must shoulder the responsibility of improving
public transportation in order to facilitate people as well as release the burden of energy
consumption.
In conclusion, to avoid the phrase “ filthy rich” added to themselves, countries must
pay more heed to the efficient use of their energy and the issue of environmental
protection, while they develop their economy; otherwise, environmental apocalypse and
energy crisis are feared to happen in the horizon.
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Children learn best by observing the behavior of adults and copying it.
The Process of growing up is very complex for children. Among countless factors that
influence children'
s growth, the behavior of adults plays a significant role in shaping
children'
s inclination and character. After the baby is born, the first and the nearest adults
are his/her parents. Although the baby is just slur pronunciation, the little baby has started
to learn from their parents by observing and copying the adults'talk. This learning
environment is important for the babies.
There is a special case reported by the press. A baby was abandoned when she was born.
A sow fed her as a piglet. When she was about eight years old, some villagers found her,
her intelligence was just similar to the two-year old baby and all of her behaviors were
looked like a pig. From this case, we know child is a "mirror" which will reflect the
behavior of the closet adults.
Along with the children'
s growth, adults will influence them much more, such as logical
thinking, making decision, cooperation with others, etc.. The behavior of adults can give
children both good and bad influence. Most of the behaviors represent adults'inclination.
For instance, if media report chiefly on the shadow side of the society, children will
easily incline to violence and excessive sex. Therefore, they will be infected with bad
mental state.
Behavior is a direct and convincing method to teach children. Things are easier said than
done. Parents always tell children those principles repeatedly, but most children can not
accept it through these boring method. Adults’ behavior is the most effective education
method to let them observe the whole process of how to deal with the problems. The
children will learn from you naturally.
Children are like young trees, they need to be carefully irrigated, fertilized and trimmed.
Your behavior will be greatly helpful to shape them into useful talents.
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Nowadays, international tourism is the biggest industry in the world. Unfortunately,
international tourism creates tension rather than understanding between people from
different cultures. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
International tourism is booming: millions of tourists go to other countries to explore the
outside world. Tourism enhances the mutual understanding between the local people and
tourists. Some people hold opposite opinions. They think that international tourism
causes tension rather than promoting understanding between people from different
cultures.
The people holding the latter view suppose that tourists are likely to offend the local
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people because of the lack of knowledge of the local customs, which differ from their
own. Moreover, tourism inevitably harms the natural resources and the cultural legacy,
which may lead to the resentment of the local people.
However, I can hardly assent to this idea: the above mentioned rarely happens. In my
opinion, international tourism does encourage the understanding between people from
different countries. For one thing, without going to see for themselves, people may never
know what other countries are really like and thus can be misled by hearsay or films and
TV programs, which, more often than not, are one-sided. For instance, one of my
American friends told me that most Americans had a strange bias against the Russian
people until some young Americans traveled to Russia and saw with their own eyes that
the Russians are human beings just like them. Another example is that, with the
development of Chinese tourism, people outside China start to realize that Chinese men
no longer have long braids and Chinese women’ s feet are of normal size now. Secondly,
having seen the fine scenery or experienced the rich culture of other countries, tourists
will have the desire to develop a good relationship with the locals, which certainly
contributes to the understanding between them.
In conclusion, instead of causing tension, international tourism furthers the understanding
of people from different countries. (281 words)
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Popular events like the football World Cup and other international sporting
occasions are essential in easing international tensions and releasing patriotic
emotions in a safe way.
Every four years, the whole world stops to watch international sporting events such as the
Olympics and the Football World Cup in which athletes show their best performance to
make their country proud of them. These sporting occasions have proved to be helpful in
easing international tensions in difficult times when powerful leaders were trying to
control the world’ s economy and other governments were fighting over land.
The Olympic Games are one of the best examples which prove how sporting events can
bring nations together, at least temporarily. From ancient History, when Greeks and
Romans would interrupt battles to participate in the games, to the more recent
international disputes, when athletes from Palestine and Israel would forget their
differences, compete pacifically and even embrace each other after an event. Moreover,
these popular events have called the world’ s attention to the terrible consequences of
wars; thus some leaders have tried to accept agreements to end their dispute and live
peacefully.
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Similarly, international sporting events show benefits in some developing countries
which live in a daily internal civil war. For example, Brazil has a high rate of
unemployment, lack of education, hunger, crime, poverty and corruption which leads to
an immense embarrassment of being Brazilian and a low self-esteem. However, when the
Football World Cup starts, the Brazilian squad, which is considered the best team in the
world, provokes an amazing feeling of pride in their country. Most people seem to forget
all their problems and even the criminal activity decreases. They paint roads with the
national colors, use wear the Brazilian team shirt and buy national flags. Moreover, the
competition brings families and neighbors together and even rival gangs watch the games
and celebrate peacefully.
In conclusion, popular sporting events play an important role in decreasing international
tensions and liberating patriotic feelings as History has shown.
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Improvements in health, education and trade are essential for the development of
poorer nations. However, the governments of richer nations should take more
responsibility for helping the poorer nations in such areas.
Today’ s world has been divided into developing and industrialized countries which the
main difference between them is the amount of money that governments apply in
important sectors such as education, health and commerce. Most of the poorer nations are
buried in debts as a result of their unbalanced finances which are reflect in a failed health
care, an unstructured education system and a weak international trade. This vicious cycle
will continue indefinitely unless wealthier nations show interest in minimizing the
worldwide economic differences, as well as taking more responsibility for assisting
unfortunate countries.
Most of the African countries live in sub-human conditions because of the extreme
poverty, upheaval, hunger, disease, unemployment, lack of education and both
inexperienced and corrupt administrations. The devastating consequences of the AIDS
epidemic in those countries could improve if the infected populations receive free drugs
to control the disease, have access to health professionals and get information on how to
prevent its spread. But this can only be achieved through international help programs in
which leaders of the world’ s richest countries donate medicine and also send doctors and
nurses to treat and educate those in need.
Moreover, most of the poor countries rely on selling agricultural products and raw
material to rich nations and buying industrialized products from them resulting in a huge
financial deficit. Consequently,
they borrow a significant amount of money from the World Bank to try to improve their
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broken economies, but sometimes the money disappears with no significant changes and
they cannot even pay the interest to the bank. Regarding this issue, last year the G8,
which is comprised of leaders of the eight richest nations, decided to forgive billions of
dollars worth of debt owed by the world’ s poorest nations. In addition, they developed
adequate loan programs to financially assist those countries.
In conclusion, leaders of the industrialized countries play an indispensable role in
assisting developing nations deal with essential areas such as health, education and trade.
Also, their aid is the key to breaking the vicious cycle, which results in poverty and
death.

